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Aikidō nowadays is globally taught and practiced as a sport and a philosophy of life. However, this interpretation of aikidō is the result of a post-WWII process, in which aikidō under the guidance of the Aikikai Headquarter was reinvented, and to a certain extent ‘de-religified’ and ‘de-ideologized’. When Ueshiba Morihei (1883-1969) first developed aikidō in the 1920s he was highly influenced by the syncretistic shintō sect Ōmoto-kyō and incorporated teachings and practice of this new religion into his martial art. In this lecture I will analyse how Ueshiba in (auto) biographical writings is established as a charismatic religious leader and medium—and ultimately as a living god. In a second step, I will analyse primary sources that define the practice of aikidō and the performance of its “heavenly techniques” (kamuwaza) as ritual acts, which connect practitioner and gods in order to transform the world. Finally, the teachings of aikidō will be contextualized within the contemporary political climate and (ultra)nationalist as well as imperalistic ideology. An approach that critically addresses the religious dimensions in the teachings of Ueshiba Morihei is relevant within the most recent trend in Japan to revitalize religious aspects of aikidō devoid of their historical and ideological meaning.

This talk is part of the events organized for the Kyushu University IMAP/IDOC & Ghent University Japan Studies/BOCULT Network and is made possible through a Kyushu University Webinar 100 grant. For further information, please contact Ellen Van Goethem at vgoethem@lit.kyushu-u.ac.jp.

www.imapkyudai.net
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